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About this report
Research undertaken by IFC and the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI) on
behalf of the Green Bond Working Group of the Sustainable Banking
Network (SBN) (www.ifc.org/sbngreenbond)
• 22 country responses (20 SBN countries) to a survey conducted from
Feb-June 2018
• Extensive consultation with Working Group members, international
experts, and wider SBN community
• 8 country case studies – Brazil, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico,
Morocco, Nigeria, and South Africa)
• 1 regional case study – ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
region
• A review of 12 national and 1 regional green bond framework (ASEAN)
that have been launched or are in development.
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Key findings
• Green Bonds are an effective instrument to help achieve the Paris Climate
Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
• National guidance is proving essential to the creation of green bond markets.
• National and regional case studies demonstrate the need for a combination of
policy leadership and market-based action to ensure success.
• Policy makers are promoting harmonization, as indicated by a review of 13 national
or regional green bond frameworks, which align with global standards (GBP, CBS)
• More effort is needed to raise awareness and build capacity.
• Country experiences point to a Toolkit for Developing Green Bond Markets, which
includes common objectives, a planning matrix, a roadmap and capacity building
needs assessment.
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Green bonds advancing in emerging markets
• Global green bond issuance surpassed US$160bn in 2017 and is expected
to be US$180bn-US$210bn in 2018 (up to US$250bn)
• In the emerging markets, as of June 2018, China is the largest issuer
(US$57.1bn), followed by Mexico (US$6.7bn) and India (US$6.6bn)
• The emergence of green sukuk was led by Malaysia’s Tadau Energy Sdn
Bhd in July 2017, raising RM250m (US$59m). 4 other green sukuk have
since been issued in Malaysia, bringing total issuance to RM2.4bn.
• The first sovereign green bonds and sovereign green sukuk were also
issued:
• Fiji’s FJ$100m (US$50m) sovereign green bond (Oct 2017)
• Nigeria’s NGN10.69bn (US$30m) sovereign green bond (Dec 2017), and
• Indonesia’s first sovereign green sukuk (Islamic bond) (US$1.25bn)(Feb
2018).

Green bond rules in Emerging Markets
13 Frameworks were compared based on
ü Alignment with international guidelines (e.g. GBP, Climate Bonds Standard)
ü Use of proceeds
ü External reviews

Guidelines also under development in Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon and Tunisia

ü Requirements for verifiers
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Practical tools needed for market development

TRAINING NEEDED
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How to create pipelines of green bond
projects and prepare issuers
Guidance and case studies to develop
regulatory frameworks
How to integrate ESG risk and impact
assessment at all stages of issuance

3.
4.
5.

Lack of capacity within regulatory agencies
Insufficient demand for green bonds among local
investors
Lack of supporting regulation
Lack of qualified verifiers
Insufficient pipeline of eligible assets

A Toolkit for Green Bond Market
Development in Emerging Markets
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Common Objectives for Developing Green Bond
Markets
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Self-Assessment and Planning Matrix
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Roadmap with Common Milestones
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Capacity Building Needs Assessment and
Mapping of Existing International Resources
The research assessed the different types of capacity
building needed by SBN members and other market
players. The findings help to prioritize the topics to be
covered, the best channels for delivering support, and
the institutions that need assistance.
An overview is also provided of the different types of
capacity building already being provided by IFC, the
World Bank Group, the International Capital Market
Association (ICMA), the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI),
the UN and others.
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THANK YOU
Access SBN knowledge resources

\

SBN Website: www.ifc.org/sbn | CBI Website: https://www.climatebonds.net | IFC Website: www.ifc.org
Contact: Ms. Louise Gardiner (lgardiner@ifc.org), SBN Green Bond Working Group Coordinator
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